M A ZDA

ALIGNMENT
SERVICE

E L E VAT E T H E E X PE R I E N C E
OF DR I V ING YOUR M A ZDA

WHY ALIGN
YOUR VEHICLE?
Alignment positions the wheels of a vehicle in
correct relation to each other and to the vehicle
structure. Proper wheel alignment is essential to
the safe, smooth operation of a vehicle. Mazda
highly recommends having your vehicle alignment
checked regularly. It is a good practice to get
alignment once per year.*
PROPER ALIGNMENT PROVIDES:

1

REDUCED TIRE WEAR
Get the maximum life from your tires

2

 IRECTIONAL STABILITY
D
Maintain the ability to follow when directed

3

CORNERING
Travel curved paths safely

4

PREDICTABLE
Avoid surprises

5

F EEDBACK
Feel how your vehicle responds

6

T RACKING
Follow the front wheels properly

7

FUEL MILEAGE
Reduce uneven friction and resistance
to help ensure fuel to normal rates

MAZDA
ALIGNMENT SERVICE
A Mazda is an intricate, highly sophisticated
driving machine. If your Mazda needs an
alignment, you want your service technician to
know and understand your vehicle, so the job is
performed quickly and correctly the first time.

*Alignments are not part of your regular scheduled maintenance, but
an additional service. Requirements are subject to road conditions
experienced while driving.

OTHER SIGNS
T H AT CA L L F O R A N
ALIGNMENT INSPECTION:
• Steering pulls to one side
• Uneven wear on tires
•N
 ew tires or suspension components
are installed
Alignment service includes adjustments to an
array of components to help ensure that wheel
and suspension angles — known as caster,
camber and toe — are properly aligned according
to the manufacturer’s specifications. Depending
on your Mazda’s drivetrain, your Mazda dealer
may recommend a front-wheel
or 4-wheel alignment.

WHEEL BALANCE
Wheels become imbalanced when one section
of the tire or wheel assembly is heavier than
the others. Imbalanced tires will make a vehicle
vibrate at certain speeds. To balance a wheel,
a technician uses a balancing machine to locate
the heavy section of the tire, then compensates
by attaching a weight on the opposite side.

MAZDA FACTORY
TRAINED TECHNICIANS
Nobody understands the heart and soul of a
Mazda better than a Mazda trained expert.
Our technicians are Factory Trained and up to
date on the latest service bulletins, recalls, parts
changes, and service procedures. Other shops
can’t make such a powerful claim.
WE ALSO PROVIDE:
• Genuine Parts
• Scheduled service requirements developed
expressly for Canadian driving conditions
Mazda’s trained technicians are equipped with
the knowledge and skill to assess misalignment
problems and fix them quickly and accurately.
Should further repairs be necessary, Mazda
Genuine Parts are the best fit for any Mazda
vehicle and are the only parts covered under
replacement parts limited warranty.
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